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Yello 059!
The family keeps getting bigger
because we’re good together.

# WeDey4U
mtn.com.gh

everywhere you go
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Editorial
HR Focus Africa

W

e just started a new decade and everyone seems to be in high spirits, hoping for that the best is yet to come in
the next ten years. For a continent like Africa, the possibilities can be even more endless if we take ourselves, the
opportunities, and our leadership seriously.

It is about time we had a conversation about leadership in Africa. By leadership, we do not mean governance and the
overwhelming politics that comes with it. Instead, we believe the leadership culture of each African needs to be nurtured.
A culture of leadership takes into consideration the way things are done, how people interact, make decision, and influence
others for impact. This way of life is influenced by conscious and unconscious beliefs and once actions and behaviors are
repeated, it becomes an accepted leadership practice.
Imagine an Africa where every individual acts and makes decisions geared towards driving positive change, positively
impacting the environment, and contributing to the progress and improvement of both themselves and the people around
them. Now, that’s an Africa worth looking forward to!
In this edition of HR Focus Africa, Mrs. Irene Asare, provides a forward-thinking view of what leadership in this new decade
should look like in the theme story “New Leaders for a New Decade”. Our Technology Column has insights on “Effective
Use of Data Analytics to drive people-change” by Mr. Enoch Acheampong, SHRM-CP, and our HR Column dishes the latest
scoop on “Wellbeing and Workplace Culture” by Madam Phedelia Johnson. Additionally, we have prepared information in
our HR Mélange that will inspire and inform your professional growth and knowledge within the corporate world in Africa.
Get in touch with us and join our digital community by following us @HRFocusU on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter; you can
also stay in the loop through our LinkedIn and YouTube Pages, @HRFocusUniverse.
Also, become a subscriber or a writer of HR Focus Africa. One of the ways you can do that is by contacting us directly on +233
54 780 0482 or emailing the Editor-In-Chief directly on ewurabena.neequaye@focusdigitalgh.com or info@hrfocusmagazine.
com.
Enjoy!

www.hrfocusmagazine.com
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UNEMPLOYMENT LIKELY TO RISE IN 2020,
DESPITE LATEST REPORT

espite the 11th February 2020
report that showed the official
unemployment rate steady at
29.1% in the fourth quarter of 2019, South
African employment services group
Adcorp predicts that unemployment
numbers would likely continue to rise in
2020.
Chery-Jane Kujenga, Interim Chief
Executive Officer of Adcorp Holdings,
said that while it was some comfort that
unemployment did not get worse in the
last quarter of last year, it remained at
the highest levels in 12 years and that the
growing joblessness trend was still firmly
intact.
And South Africa remains a country with
one of the world’s highest unemployment
rates.

F
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“Unfortunately this year has started
with mass retrenchments. The economy
also continues to struggle and it seems
unlikely there will be any improvements
in the near future so we anticipate the
unemployment rate will climb further this
year.”
Kujenga noted that even though the
economy was officially not in recession
“the hiring conditions are the same as if
we were already in recession.”
With many businesses hesitant to hire
because of ongoing economic policy
uncertainty and a lack of coherent
strategy to address unemployment, the
jobs impasse is likely to persist.
Kujenga singled out the skills gap - and
the lack of policies aimed at addressing

it - as the most pressing issue as it is a
key driver of unemployment.
“We, as Adcorp, continue to advertise
jobs we can’t fill because of skills
mismatches. We need those with finance
skills as well as ICT specialists - namely
software developers, network technicians
and project managers as well as artisans
like boilermakers and welders.
“If you look at the education levels
of unemployed persons in the latest
Quarterly Labour Force Survey report, 6.7
million unemployed persons (55,9% of the
total unemployed) had education levels
below matric. Even entry level jobs almost
always require a matric,” she concluded.
Credit: BizCommunity.com

NEW SOUTH AFRICAN PARENTAL
LEAVE LAWS

ollowing a period of legal limbo, the
government of South Africa notified
employers that the parental leave
laws that were promulgated in November
2018 would take effect from 1 January
2020.
The Labour Laws Amendment Act added
three new leave types to the Basic
Conditions of Employment Act (BCEA):
parental leave (for fathers); adoption
leave; and commissioning parental
leave. The recent Government Gazette
announcement means that employees
are entitled to these new forms of parental
leave with effect from 1 January this year.
It also means that family responsibility
leave may no longer be granted in respect
of childbirth.
The Government Gazette notice was
published on Christmas Eve last year and
may have caught some by surprise. It was
also likely to confuse business owners,
as there have been many questions.
This news article answers five questions
some payroll administrators and business
owners may have:
1. What are the new UIF benefit
entitlements for parents?: The Labour
Laws Amendment Act amended the
Unemployment Insurance (UIF) Act to
provide that the Fund pays a benefit for
10 consecutive days of parental leave

and for 10 consecutive weeks of adoption
and commissioning leave. In the past, the
company (rather than the UIF) paid for the
three days of family responsibility leave
for fathers when used as parental leave.
2. Is the UIF ready for the changes?:
With the Gazette notice, the UIF benefit
for parental leave is in effect, but the
UIF benefits for adoption leave and
commissioning parental leave will come
into effect on 1 April 2020. Until then,
the employer must pay for the leave or
treat it as unpaid leave. The occurrence
of adoption leave and commissioning
parental leave is low, so the impact on
most employers will be limited.
3. Does the father’s name need to be
in the child’s birth certificate for him to
qualify for parental leave benefits?: While
the employer may legally grant the 10
days of parental leave to the father in
respect of the birth of his child without
seeing the birth certificate, it is better to
do so as the UIF will not pay the benefit
for the leave if the father’s name is not on
the birth certificate. This means that either
the employer must pay for the leave or
treat it as unpaid leave. Given that more
than 60% of babies born in recent years
have no information about their father
included on their birth certificate (for
various reasons), this is a weakness in the
legislation.

4. Is there a limitation on how many
parental leave days a father can take
in a year?: The Basic Conditions of
Employment Act (BCEA) does not limit
the number of times in total that a male
can be granted parental leave, nor does it
limit the number of times in a year (or any
other period). In theory, if a man fathers
10 children in a year, and is included in all
10 birth certificates, he can apply for 10
parental leave periods of 10 days each.
5. In the case of adoption and surrogate
commissioning leave, when one parent
apples for the 10 consecutive weeks of
adoption leave, can the other partner
apply for 10 days of parental leave?: In
the cases of adoption leave and surrogate
commissioning leave, one of the two
‘parents’ is eligible for the 10 consecutive
weeks of leave and the other parent is
eligible for 10 consecutive days of parental
leave. The choice of which parent takes
each of these leave allocations is for them
to decide. In practice, it may be hard to
police whether both parents take the full
10 weeks of leave, unless they both work
for the same employer. It remains to be
seen whether the UIF will detect such an
abuse.

Credit: BizCommunity.Com
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Ghanaian Lawyer appointed
as the
New President of EBID.

D

r. George Agyekum Nana Donkor has been appointed as
the new President of the ECOWAS Bank for Investment
and Development (EBID), effective from 3rd February
2020. With over twenty-five (25) years’ experience in senior
management positions, Dr. Donkor brings a wealth of knowledge
and experience across various disciplines to the table.

EBID, the financial institution established by the 15 Member
States of the Economic Community of West African States
(ECOWAS), has been instrumental in laying the foundation for the
sustainable development of Member States of the Community
through the financing of regional and national (public and
private) projects.

His appointment took place during the 9th Extraordinary Session
of the Board of Governors held on 13th January 2020. The Board
of Governors constitute Ministers of Finance and Economic
Planning of the fifteen (15) ECOWAS Member States.

Prior to this appointment, he had occupied the position of Vice
President in charge of Finance, Administration and Corporate
Services of the Bank for seven (7) years. He had also held the
position of Head of Legal Division and Compliance Officer of
EBID.

“It is our responsibility to ensure mental
health for our workers” - Vodafone Ghana
HR Director

V

odafone HR Director, Madam Hannah Akrong calls out to HR Practitioners to take necessary steps to ensure good mental
health for their workers. She said, “Line managers need to be trained, as they will be the first point of call in witnessing
symptoms of mental disorders from workers,” She said.

She elaborated on the employee assistance program that runs at Vodafone Ghana, where employees can call a 24-hour hotline and
speak to a clinical psychologist confidentially on any issue that is bothering them. Additionally, Vodafone recently partnered with key
resource persons from Pantang Hospital to speak to employees on some issues that the organisation faces.
Madam Akrong went on to encourage other HR Practitioners and business leaders to take steps towards improving the mental
health of their workers, saying, “We need to ensure that our employees have the peace of mind to do the work we expect them to
do. It is our responsibility.”

www.hrfocusmagazine.com
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New Leaders for a

New Decade
By: Irene Asare
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eing a leader in the new age is
and will be dramatically different
from what we have been taught
and been practicing as effective leaders.
Effective isn’t enough anymore, the world
is changing around us, and there will be
less focus on the formal employee and
employer relationship. For this generation,
it will certainly be about impact and being
satisfied; therefore, what we need to do
as leaders is to get the best out of our
people, especially if they are not solely
loyal to us. Employees will no longer
exhibit blind loyalty. Instead, they focus
on the ‘purpose’ of organisations and
make conscious decisions about how and
where they spend their
time, depending on
whether the purpose
aligns
with
their
personal goals or not.

“

a more suitable working environment,
even more competitive compensation
packages and manage all challenges
that may come with this.
The new decade will see even more
dependence on online technologies
such as data analytic tools, people and
organizational management tools, AI, etc.
This continued online movement will allow
for personalised learning that enables
forward thinking individuals to constantly
improve themselves. Leaders must
capitalise on this by offering employees
access to these services. When
employees feel that they are growing in

9

can help make more informed recruitment
decisions. By doing adequate research
and using AI to screen candidates you
can make better hiring decisions and
help grow the company by adding people
who meet the role criteria, fit well into the
culture and embody company values.
In the past, leaders kept their personal
life away from public – especially, from
their employees’ domain. With the advent
of social media, so much of a leaders’
personal life is exposed to the online
world – which may include employees.
Online applications such as Instagram
and Twitter are avenues to express
our personalities, social
activities, and of course
professional achievements.
This can be useful in bridging
the gap between leaders
and employees. In this new
age, bringing the most out of
employees requires getting
them to bring their whole
selves to work. For that to
happen there is the need to
make them feel comfortable
enough to do that. People
are more than their job
descriptions.

The world never stands still, the
rapid pace of change that we are
experiencing now indicates to
us that we must brace ourselves
for ‘the future of work.

Work
is
moving
quickly, more and
more individuals are
opting for the flexibility
to work at their own
pace and time (also
called gigs), become
freelancers or work
remotely.
These
changes,
coupled
with new technological
advancements such
as artificial intelligence
(AI), leaders will need
to be highly adaptable
and pay attention to
employee needs. New
leaders will have to offer their employees
guidance and value beyond the office
that can be felt virtually and will impact
the future of employees.

Irene Asare

The new leader needs to be in service
to their employee and adopt “servant
leadership”; a leadership style that
recognises and prioritises employee
growth and empowerment. Especially
while guiding organisations through
new transitions, it will be important for
employees to feel heard and empowered.
This puts extra emphasis on the HR
professionals in the new world. We already
know that the ‘one size fits all approach’
does not satisfy every individual’s
needs so it may be the case that HR
professionals will have to delve deeper
into the lives of employees to create

”

a role they are more likely to stay. They
see a progression path and envision their
professional self-actualisation. This may
boost loyalty, engagement and results.
If leaders or company executives do not
comply with the demands of the emerging
workforce, they can only expect a high
turnover of talent. The competitive talent
market will dictate that the best talent will
go to the companies that give the most
suitable offering.
It is extremely important for leaders
to have social media proficiency in
order to keep up to date, know and
understand changing trends in employee
engagement, and adapt to the dynamic
labour market. They must take advantage
of new technology to monitor data on both
prospective and existing employees. This

www.hrfocusmagazine.com

In conclusion, to stay
relevant, the ‘new age’
leaders will need to be
ahead of the curve. The
shifting employee focus
must affect the way leaders
and HR professionals relate
to them. HR professionals must also follow
the same path, by being technologically
forward thinking while keeping the
emphasis on employees as human
beings and not just employees. The world
of work is moving so rapidly that simply
being ‘up to date’ may become the new
‘out of date’.

Global Business
Leader
Founder of CarvinClay
People Development
Ltd.

International Spotlight
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Jekwu
Ozemene

Dr.

CEO, Lyceum Alliance Ltd.
An African Entrepreneurship Story

D

r. Jekwu Ozemene is a Nigerian
business man and is currently the
Managing Director/CEO of Lyceum
Alliance Limited; a full-scope Financial
Advisory and Management Consulting
firm. He lived and obtained his basic
and secondary education in Nigeria and
obtained a Specialist MBA in Finance
from the University of Leicester, United
Kingdom, a Chartered Banker MBA from
Bangor University, and a Doctorate of
Business Administration (DBA) in Banking
and Finance from the Binary University
College Malaysia. He currently occupies
the role of a Non-Executive Director on the
board of Business Partners International
East Africa LLC) and an Independent
Director on the board of Tigray Coffee
Company Limited. He is a TEDx speaker

and a published author who serves on
several boards of institutions that impact
and influence leaders across industries
from academia, to finance, to realestate
in Nigeria and Africa as a whole. He is a
banker, amateur economist, short story
author, poet and playwright, and gym
enthusiast. He lives in Port Harcourt,
Rivers State Nigeria with his wife Pat, his
15 year-old son Kaycee, and his 13 yearold daughter Kosi.
Dr. Jekwu Ozemene took the time to
speak to HR Focus Africa and answer
some questions on his work,
HRFA: What five words have you heard
your friends use in describing you?
OBJ: I have heard others describe me

www.hrfocusmagazine.com

as a polymath, as an ambitious person,
energetic, and even caring.
HRFA: What do you like to do outside
of work?
OBJ: Outside of work, I enjoy hanging
out with friends, working out and reading.
I also spend time with my family, watching
movies on Tv, Netflix, or at the Cinema.
HRFA: What personal ideologies will
you say have shaped your life?
OBJ: My personal ideologies can be
captured in the following aphorisms;
‘laborare est orare’ which means “to work
is to pray”. The second one is ‘mens sana
in corpore sano’ which in English is, “a
healthy mind in a health body” and finally,
“A mind is a terrible thing to waste”. These

International Spotlight
HR Focus Africa

three ideologies have guided the personal and professional
choices I have made over the course of my life.
Career and Leadership
HRFA: What did your professional portfolio look like before
Lyceum Alliance Ltd?
DJO: My experience spans the international and local banking
industry; I was once a Senior Investment Officer in the Africa
Department of the Netherlands Development Finance Company
(FMO); I have also been Group Head of Access Bank Plc’s
Global Financial Markets Group (in charge of Debt and Equity
Capital markets), Managing Director/CEO of Access Bank
Zambia, Deputy Managing Director of Access Bank Rwanda,
and Group Head in charge of Access Bank Plc’s Business
Banking Division across the South-South.

11

innovators willing to challenge assumptions and take risks.
HRFA: Where do you envision the company and yourself in
the next five years?
DJO: Nobody knows where the market will be as the 4
industrial revolutions deepen. However, everyone agrees that
the opportunities that will be thrown up are limitless. Lyceum
Alliance will be taking advantage of and in some instances,
driving those opportunities that we hope to see.
HRFA: What advice will you give to a young professional
who is interested in rising up the career ladder as you have?
DJO: Talent can get you started but it is diligence, consistency
and grit that will get you to the top; especially if you find yourself
working in an African country.

HRFA: What is your leadership style and what does a day in
your life look like?
DJO: I enjoy investing in people so I will describe my style
as ‘transformational’, as I thrive on carrying my team along to
achieve a joint vision.
HRFA: Since you became Managing Director, what main
challenge have you had to face and how did you overcome
it?
DJO: One of the main challenges I continually face is a
constantly evolving market and a Nigerian economy emerging
from a recession. Amidst these external challenges, I have been
working hard to manage the internal challenge of converting the
strong brand equity we have into revenue streams.
HRFA: As a financial institution in Nigeria, what strategies
have you adopted to ensure your company’s brand stands
out amongst the rest?
DJO: Lyceum is an intellectual brand, thus we must always be
a step ahead of others. We must see what others do not see
or even what others are too afraid to accept, and convince our
clients to take proactive decision based on our prognosis.
HRFA: What is your company strategy in talent acquisition,
development and retention?
DJO: We look for people who thrive on creativity and innovation.
We do not focus solely on Ivy League school graduates,
or students who obtained first class or second class-upper
degrees.
HRFA: What is your favourite part of the work you do and
why?
DJO: Helping companies with their strategy. To do that, I
have to see patterns where others see nothing. I also have to
understand, analyse and simplify issues that my clients face and
I thoroughly enjoy this.
HRFA: Who will you describe as your inspiration and why
are they your inspiration?
DJO: Two of the people who inspire me the most are Patrice
Lumumba; the first Prime Minister of Congo, and Thomas
Sankara; one of Burkina Faso’s former Presidents. These leaders
focused on leaving a legacy, improving the lot of those they led,
rather than accumulating wealth. This is something I aspire to
do as well.
HRFA: How will you describe the work culture at Lyceum
Alliance?
DJO: A combination of a Clan Culture and an Adhocracy. We
have a friendly, collaborative culture a dynamic and operative
in an innovative environment where employees are encouraged
to take chances and leaders are typically seen as inspirational
www.hrfocusmagazine.com
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Employee Benefits
That Could Make Your
Company Stand Out

01

Excellent medical, dental and vision
insurance may seem obvious, but this is first
and foremost in a great benefits package;
it is hard to compete if you do not offer
desirable essential benefits.

02

Supplemental insurance allows employees
the option to pay for additional insurance,
like life insurance this does not cost
employers more, but increases employee
satisfaction.

03

Unlimited (paid) time off for full-time
employees who are performing well. If
employees have the freedom of taking time
off whenever they need or want it, as long
as their job is done, they are motivated to
be more productive while they’re in the
office.

04
05
06
Page | 12

Remote work options improve employee
satisfaction and reduce both management
and employee frustration over absences
and having to use paid time-off for
unavoidable occurrences.

Schedule flexibility allows vacation time to
be saved for vacation, and employees to
work hours that are best for them (within
reason).

Annual learning or tuition
assistance encourages employees to
further their education, creating a more
knowledgeable workforce.

07

Providing snacks and drinks and somewhere to
enjoy them is a seemingly small benefit, but one
that employees feel strongly about. Putting these
items in a space for employees relax is better
yet, as employees who sit at their desks all day
tend to be unhealthier and more frustrated with
their jobs.

08

Discounts on products and services employees
need or want is a small but often appreciated
benefit that costs little for the employer
(sometimes nothing at all).
For example, Daycare and housing discounts,
Technology discounts may be available through
the companies you purchase tech devices from.

09

Company swag may seem silly or unnecessary,
a company mug or a branded desk rug for an
overachiever may cost you very little compared
to how much it will mean to employees!

10
11
12
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Paid parental leave for new parents.
Companies that offer this are 10 steps ahead of
the rest.

Parent rooms can bring employees peace of
mind when they need it. A private room for
pumping mothers or parents to keep their
children for a few hours will be appreciated by
many parents in the workplace.

College scholarships for children of
employees and the opportunity to apply for
them annually are a benefit that may encourage
employees to retain long-term employment
relationships and put their best foot forward.
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Workplace Culture
and Wellness

By: Phedelia Johnson

n today’s dynamic workplace, there is a lot of room for
improvement when it comes to employee wellness. The deep
sighs of groaning whenever Mondays approach are good
signs that organisations need to do better in building a thriving
work culture and helping their employees enjoy work. One thing
is sure - institutions that are committed to building a balanced
work-life culture must remain consistent in their efforts.
It may be difficult to produce figures of facts on how much
employers benefit from their employees wellness. However, it
is common knowledge that there is a wide range of benefits
or return on investments (ROI) related to wellness programs.
These include: healthcare cost savings, increased productivity
due to reduction in sick days, and many more. Measuring
the Value on Investment (VOI) of wellness programs is a
newer, broader metric. It measures not just revenue, but
also elements that contribute to work satisfaction, employee
wellbeing, and business performance – such as productivity
and employee retention. Leaders must work with every relevant
business function, particularly those that will benefit most from
employee wellness programs, to spot the potential savings and
performance gains.
”Culture, more than rule books, determine how a company
behaves.” - Warren Buffett
HR Managers and business leaders need to gauge their
employees and determine what employee wellness initiatives
should be prioritised. After all, healthier employees mean a
stronger workforce. Employee wellness programs have the
potential to not only strengthen the employees themselves but
also strengthen workers’ camaraderie, improve relationships,
and increase overall productivity.

Every employer wants their business to be successful. If so,
why not invest in your company’s most precious asset – your
employees? Investing in your people keeps them healthy and
happy and that is paramount to business success.
Employee wellbeing does not need to be costly. Minimal
investment can produce effective results; innovation will
broaden the conversation and provide more wellness program
options that you did not see before. Wellness, when approached
holistically has various facets; for instance, a lack of financial
wellness often affects psychological wellness, which in turn
manifests into high levels of stress and anxiety. It is for such
reasons that many evolved corporations are giving back to their
workers through lifestyle education, organised massages, group
fitness sessions, health assessments, financial and non-financial
incentives, and more.
”A healthy culture both protects and generates value. It is
therefore vital to have a wellness program that shows how much
the organisation is committed to their employees’ wellbeing!” Phidelia Johnson
Everyone wants more value in what they have, and what
they receive. A business receives their utmost value when its
employees are in their optimum wellness
state of mind.

HR Consultant
phideliajohnson.com

www.hrfocusmagazine.com
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Millennial Financial Trends: 8 Fast Facts
for marketing to a generation
tackling adulthood

01

Millennials are more money skeptical than previous generations

Millennials feel that they will not be able to achieve material goals like finding their
dream job, buying a house or retiring until much later in their lives than the parents did.

03

7 out of 10 Millennials define financial stability as being able to pay all of their bills each
month

The recession left over 15% of Millennials in their early twenties out of work, many of
whom are still struggling to get their feet on the ground.

05

04

About 67% of Millennials say financial stress overtakes their ability to focus and be
productive at work

Social Media pressurizes Millennials to mimic financial habits of peers, as things like
home and car purchases are routinely posted for all to see and envy.

07

02

06

The number of mellennials getting married before 30 is only 23% compared to 56% who
were married by this age in 1968

Many millenials want to like their jobs and many are delaying getting married and
having children because of them – either because they are focused on their careers or
don’t currently make enough money to afford having a child

08

15
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Mental
Health
at work
By: Vanessa Baaba Dadzie

“You’re hired”! Two words that carry
so much meaning. Employers often
anticipate moving the goal of an
organization forward with the expertise
of a new team member while new
employees are usually excited about the
imminent novel work experience. In some
work environments, employees find over
time that they are stuck in overwhelm in
an environment that is nothing short of
stressful, run by managers who appear to
“not have a clue”.
Success in the work environment
depends in great part on the level of
employee
engagement.
Employee
engagement is described as the positive
psychological work-related state of mind
that leads employees to actively express
and invest themselves in their role. We
find that while productivity is measured
predominantly in physical terms, it is
markedly dependent on the worker’s
internal state of being. It is not enough for
an employee to be physically present at
work – but the happiness and fulfillment of
workers is critical for productivity.
Mental health has been surrounded by
so much stigma that most employees
hold back from speaking up about
challenges they may have. A general
lack of understanding and a resultant
lack of empathy precipitates labeling and
discrimination against employees who
may be struggling, when they do speak
up. Where systems have not been put in
place to address mental health concerns,
employees suffer in silence. The dialogue
on work related stress management has

increased in recent times and while it’s an
effort in the right direction, a more strategic
approach to addressing employee mental
health would be to explore preventative
measures. Employers need to ensure
that the people they hire do not develop
any mental health conditions while on the
job, just as they would want to prevent
employees from getting physically injured
on the job.
Employees in managerial roles play a
critical part of ensuring that workers go
through the right assessment of cognitive
ability, resilience and adaptability, in order
to ensure mental well-being of new and
existing staff. Mental health challenges
will show up in employee behaviours that
seem out of character, and managers need
to know their subordinates well enough
to identify them. Chronic absenteeism,
a lack of motivation, constantly creating
conflict, marked isolation, memory lapses
and even significant changes in eating
patterns all give room for concern.
The Ghanaian population is gradually
developing
an
understanding
of
mental health, especially mental health
challenges that seem more prevalent.
Understanding and awareness will
help managers put every situation in
perspective and recognize for example,
that people who avoid speaking up at
work may be dealing with a form of social
anxiety and are not merely disinterested.
Or that the employee who takes ‘too many’
days off may be dealing with a mood
disorder. An employee may be a primary
caregiver of a spouse or child and this
www.hrfocusmagazine.com

may require adjusting and incorporating
flexi time into his/her schedule, without
which burn out will most likely set in.
True, monetary incentives are useful in
increasing productivity levels; they are
strategic but also temporary – almost like
a band aid. The goal should be to build
a mentally healthy work environment that
brings the best out of employees. When
leadership appreciates the concept of
mental health in the work environment,
the creation of a culture where mental
health challenges are discussed openly
becomes more likely. Leaders who master
the art of communicating their own mental
health challenges engage employees on
this level more successfully.
So, conversations on mental health have
been normalized at work - now what?!
Leaders should actively mentor, give
positive feedback, mediate effectively
and possibly conduct regular and
anonymous surveys to measure employee
satisfaction and keep the dialogue open.
A final yet significant measure would be
to set up support groups and involve
appropriate mental health practitioners. It
would be instrumental in providing holistic
healthcare and improving the employee
experience.

Licensed Clinical
Psychologist
Lekma Hospital
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Lifestyle Changes
By: Dr Martha Boatemaa Ampadu

D

o you sometimes get worried about your weight? Have you
started a diet that never seems to work? Do you secretly
admire the slim ones and envy those flat tummies and six
packs and wonder how you got your belly fat? Take time to read
this and get answers to all your questions.
Health, according to WHO is defined as a state of complete
physical (relating to the body), mental and social wellbeing
and not merely the absence of disease. Ghana has seen a shift
in lifestyle and that has reflected on the type of health issues
Ghanaians battle with. Hypertension, diabetes, high cholesterol
and obesity and other non-communicable diseases are now the
burden of healthcare in the country. Even in the rural areas, you
will be surprised at the number of Ghanaians living with such
conditions. Some aspect of our physical wellbeing is being
affected by modernization in terms of lifestyle; lifestyle being
a person’s way of life which includes, attitudes, activities and
interests. This article intends to bring to light and suggest some
changes to your lifestyle in today’s world in order to improve our
total physical Health.
Ensure you eat what you need to eat: Food is the body’s source
of energy and it needs to be eaten at regular time intervals, in the
right quantities and containing the required nutrients for effective
body function and to prevent excesses stored as fat. A balance
diet should be made up of carbohydrates, fat and oils proteins,
and vegetables. However, most of the “eat out” meals which
are now the go-to for dates and gifts do not come in balanced
nutrients and quantities; they are only high in carbohydrates,
fats, oils and sugar and examples include pizza, fried rice,
shawama, ice creams, fizzy drinks etc. Instead of eating out,
why not cook a healthy meal at home? When choosing a gift,
consider a fruit, salad without cream, or dark chocolate.
Meal Planning may be the way to go: Wives and mothers
must consider the health of their families when planning and
cooking meals by considering: less carbohydrates, more fruits
and vegetables, healthier oil options, more high fibre meals and
less refined foods, reducing canned foods, less fried foods, and
using natural spices as much as possible.The current working
hours coupled with the traffic situation makes it impossible for
most to eat breakfast at home and supper before 7pm. Latenight-eating is the main culprit to developing abdominal fat.
Consider packing lunch and supper for school and work to
avoid eating when you get home late. If you have to eat late,
consider healthier choices such as: Tea without bread, salad
without cream, or dry fish soup.

Make it a point to eat breakfast before 8am: Eating breakfast
late affects the timing of other meals and puts the body through
long periods of overnight fasting, that’s why breakfast has
always been known to be the most important meal of the day.
Visit a dietician once a while for a meal plan based on your
required calories per your weight and health status and do get
a medical check- up regularly to check your cholesterol, BP and
blood sugar level.
Find the time to exercise: These days, most people prefer “white
collar jobs” which require more periods of inactivity or sedentary
work. If you have a job like these, you must consciously exercise
(burn excess fat), as that is one of the proven and sustainable
methods of losing weight. Try taking a walk, if you are heading
somewhere that is nearby. Make some time to swim, jog, dance,
or skip. Hit the gym if you can to do some aerobics, and if you
have the discipline patronise the many apps and videos online
for indoor exercises. Truncal Obesity; a waist circumference
(around the umbilicus) of more than 102cm/40 inches for
men and 89cm/35 inches for women; is one of the main risk
factors for most of the non-communicable diseases especially
metabolic syndrome and diabetes. Do not resort to these quickfix products to fix truncal obesity. The potbellies did not happen
in a few hours or a day – it will be next to impossible to lose it in
that little time, especially when such products have no scientific
background whatsoever. If it took more than a day to put it on, it
will take more than a day to take it off.
Our health should be our main responsibility and I assure you
it will not be easy to go back to a healthy body and lifestyle;
especially in the beginning – but with discipline and dedication,
it is achievable. It works if you are consistent and committed to
becoming healthy. As said by Leigh Hunt, the groundwork of all
happiness is Health. Let us get happy by making our health our
priority, start now in the little way you can, and keep it up!
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Tech Trends to
Look out for
in 2020
EXPONENTIAL INVESTMENT IN AFRICA

It has been reported that the continent’s fintech investment quadrupled to US$357
million in 2018, with sub-Saharan Africa being the area with the most expected growth.

2. THE CONTINUED RISE OF MOBILE MONEY

Since 2011, the value of mobile transactions has grown over 890%, with sub-Saharan
Africa leading the way as the world’s largest region responsible for moving money on
mobile phones – a total of 45,6% of the activity in the world.

3. REDUCING DATA COSTS

The Competition Commission of South Africa has ordered to mobile giants in Africa
to slash their data costs, to make space for a wider audience to have access to the
internet, but access for longer periods of time.

4. MESSAGING 2.0

With updates in chatbots, interactions on Whatsapp and other messaging apps, 2020
is sure to be nuanced with ‘robots’ who are being programmed to deliver to us more
effectively every day.
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EFFECTIVE USE OF DATA ANALYSIS
TO DRIVE PEOPLE-CHANGE
By: Enoch Acheampong, SHRM-CP

O

ne cannot be definitive of the fact that people have always
been of utmost importance in achieving a company’s
business strategic objectives. This shift; of realizing the
human resource’s importance happened in the 21st Century
and it came with a high demand of data to manage this valuable
resource; people
Peter Sondergad of Gartner Research said, “Information is the oil
of the twenty-first century and analytics is the combustion engine.”
it can be confirmed that turning information into valuable insights
for action was a struggle for HR Managers, HR Practitioners,
among others. Currently Human resource departments across
the world have evolved and been strategically positioned at the
round table of decision making.
Data and analytics support and improve a business’ core
competencies to become more efficient and effective. With
access to the right data and its meaning, HR can make informed
and impactful decisions in the face of planned or unplanned
situations. For example, a company facing a problem of
increasing turnover could address the issue after taking a look at
the workforce strength of the organisation and its demographic
cohort. This data will inform the category of people who are
resigning and this knowledge may lead to possible reasons
why they keep resigning. Once the reason for generating data
has been established, the following points and questions could
assist in using the data to make business decisions.

3. Gain Better Insights: Is your data explanatory? Will you need
to get more information from the stakeholders? Can they be
easily accessed?
4. Assess Capabilities: Do you have the needed skills to
analyse the data? Will outsourcing data analysis be a better
choice for the company? Should you invest in IT infrastructure
and data analytics programs?
5. Data Visualisation: In what visually appealing ways can we
display the data? How best can you tell the story of what the data
communicates?
6. Turn insights into actions: What steps should we take
in response to this data? What does the data show that the
company needs? What does the data show that the people
need? How can we change the negative results collected? What
more can we do to improve the positive results of this data?
Data has the power to yield massive positive effects for every
organisation. Where organisations need to transform, create a
thriving environment for people at all levels and drive change
for business growth, data collection its management and its
effective use can make or mar the entire process.

1. Data Collection: Is the needed data from internal stakeholders
(staff) or external stakeholders (clients/customers)? What is the
best way to generate the data required?
2. Evaluate Data Relevance & Accuracy: How accurate is the
information that has been gathered? Will it be useful in reaching
the desired conclusion for which it was collected?

SRO People & Culture Officer
World Vision Ghana
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I am Part of the Change;
When I decided to pick plastic waste

I

f you follow the news, you will agree that
issues of plastic usage and pollution
have dominated both local and
international media.
The devastating effects of plastic pollution
continue to be a major issue of concern
globally. Here in Africa, countries such
as Kenya and Rwanda have banned
the use of plastics whereas others have
initiated policies to guide the use and
manufacturing of plastics.Have all these
been effective?
The current lifestyle trend of being
“on-the-move” demands convenient
packages for things like food, rehydration,
etc which usually come in the form of
plastics. It is estimated that consumers
purchase a million plastic bottles per
minute but unfortunately, 91% of all
plastics are not recycled and over half a
trillion plastic bottles will be sold in 2020.
These figures are alarming and need
urgent response to prevent more damage
to the environment.
Plastic waste finds its way into the ocean
and landfills, threatening life underwater
and polluting the environment. I have
seen pictures and videos of dead marine
creatures washed ashore with autopsy
reports showing their stomachs filled
with plastic materials. No living creature
should suffer from the negligence and
indiscriminate disposal of waste.
The effects of plastic pollution derail
efforts to achieve at least four major
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

By: Gustav Gyekye Appiah

of the United Nations; Goal 6-Clean Water
and Sanitation, Goal 12-Responsible
Consumption and Production, Goal 14Life Below Water, and Goal 15- Life on
Land. It is for these reasons that we need
to be intentional in changing our behavior,
increasing awareness on plastic pollution,
and striving to find alternative packaging
materials.
Plastics will serve good use if disposed of
properly, as would any other packaging
material. The good news is plastic
recycling can drive economic value with
the right recycling structures in place.
Plastics are being recycled into modular
plastic bricks to build classrooms In Cote
D’Ivoire, and concrete bricks in Ghana.
To make recycling easier, users should
learn to segregate plastics from other
forms of waste in homes.
Kofi Annan said: ‘If our hopes of building
a better and safer world are to become
more than wishful thinking, we will need
the engagement of volunteers more than
ever.” It is with this in mind that I decided
to join a team of volunteers to embark
on the Monthly Community Plastic Buy
Back and waste picking exercise. This
team seeks to buy post-consumer plastic
waste for recycling.
I joined this team to be part of change;
to create awareness on plastic waste,
reward people and make socio-economic
impact on the community.
People are rewarded when they segregate
www.hrfocusmagazine.com

their plastics and offer it in exchange for
cash. It motivates residents economically
to develop positive attitudes towards
plastic waste segregation and proper
disposal of plastics. Now, plastic waste
has become a commodity that is offered
on the market in exchange for cash to
support livelihoods. Plastic is also creating
business opportunities for individuals
who have founded social enterprises to
collect and recycle plastic waste. I call
such individuals ‘plasticpreneurs’
The Community Buy Pack and plastic
waste picking exercise has boosted
the businesses of participating plastic
recycling organizations by enabling them
to have direct access to raw materials.
Residents who get paid by offering
plastic waste will increase their income
levels to complement their expenditure.
This results in improved standard of
living and a reduction in post-consumer
plastic pollution in our marine bodies and
environment. The impact is enormous.
The true purpose of any activity is the lives
it impacts, so when I joined the community
buyback and picked plastic waste, I had
in mind that it was a purpose-driven act
that touches lives
and society.

Senior Officer,
Provider Relations
Managment Nationwide Medical
Insurance
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Top 5 African
Countries to work in
KENYA

Kenya’s unemployment rate has stayed steady at 11.5 for the
past few years, and has been at a steady decline since 2012.
M-Shwari allows Kenyans to open mobile money accounts easily
to save money, as well as offer loans to budding entrepreneurs.

CÔTE D’IVOIRE

Ivory Coast has a stable and growing economy, even following
decades of political instability. According to CNN, the energy
sector of the Ivory Coast is growing rapidly due to its natural
resources to produce hydropower and gas to produce thermopower.

SOMALIA

Somalia is traditionally known for its frankincense and myrrh,
bringing merchants into the country for centuries. Somalia
has several more occupational industries including livestock,
agricultural and meat processing, airline, construction, media
and finance.

EGYPT

Located in northeast Africa, Egypt was recently named as one
of the countries with the highest projected growth rate next to
Uganda and Kenya. It can easily be called your working home
away from home!

SENEGAL

Senegal has several booming industries including international
development, healthcare, medicine, and education. In fact, there
are often openings for English teachers interested in working
abroad, precisely, Senegal.
Credit – Expatpass.com
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What Every

Employee
Must

Know

By: Mrs. Maame Efua Amewudah (Esq.)

I

n the last edition of the HR Focus Africa
magazine, we started discussing what
Every Ghanaian Employee should
know. We spoke about and highlighted
five salient aspects of the Labour Act
that workers should take note of. In this
article, we will throw some light on five
more salient aspects of the Labour Act
2003 (Act 651).
Leave; Every employee is entitled to at
least 15 working days leave within the
calendar year with full pay. This shall
exclude sick and maternity leave. Any
agreement to forgo leave is void.
Maternity Leave; A pregnant woman
is entitled to maternity leave of at least
twelve weeks in addition to any period
of her annual leave. She is entitled to
full pay within the period, and additional
weeks depending on the circumstances
of confinement. An employer shall not
dismiss an employee because of her
absence from work on maternity leave.
Unless with her consent, an employer
shall notassign or employ a pregnant
woman worker to engage in night work or
overtime in the case of a mother of a child
less than eight months old.
Salary; Every employee shall receive
equal pay for equal work. An employer
shall not impose pecuniary penalties on
employees and shall not deduct from pay

except permitted by law.
Disability; An employment of a person
who suffers disability, shall not cease if
there is dual capacity for work is such that
that person can be found in employment
in the same or some othercorresponding
job in the same undertaking, but if a
corresponding job cannot be found,
the employmentmay be terminated by
notice. The length of notice of termination
required to be given in the case of a
person with disability shall notbe shorter
than one month.
Termination of Employment; Employment
contracts may be terminated by a
mutual agreement, ill treatment or sexual
harassment, death of an employee,
incompetence of the employee and
proven misconduct. A termination of
employment is considered unfair if it is as
a result of:
i. The employee participating in trade
union activities,

Commission. Upon termination of the
employment, any remuneration due, any
deferred payment or compensation must
be paid to the employee.
iv. Redundancy; Redundancy occurs
where there are major changes in
production, programme, organisation,
structure, technology or a closedown
which results in unemployment and
diminution of terms and conditions
of employment. When there are such
changes, an employer must submit
a notice specifying the reasons and
categories of employees affected to the
Chief Labour Officer and Trade Union
concerned not later than three months
before the contemplated changes.
It is worthy of note that though the
Labour Act sets out the law to govern
interrelations in the workplace, a contract
of employment binds its stakeholders to
its terms unless the Labour Act expressly
prohibits the compliance of a term within
the agreement.

ii. Filing a complaint against the employer,
iii. Discrimination on the basis of gender,
race, religion, pregnancy or being
absent from work during maternity leave,
temporary illness or injury, among others.
The remedy for unfair termination is to
make a complaint to the National Labour
www.hrfocusmagazine.com
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The Sports Perspective
By: Listowel Mensah Daniel

M

anagers; the trusted people who
control sports have one of the
few opportunities to contribute to
making sports attractive. They are the
stakeholders who are responsible for
managing athletes, organisations and
other sports professionals. In Europe,
America, and some African countries, we
find that great efforts are made to ensure
the proper management of all the people
involved.
Anyone who falls in this category
of ‘Sports People’ has a specific role to
play in order to bring out the beauty
of sports; which is a powerful tool n
bringing the world together. They include:
sports men and women, Governments,
members of sports associations and
federations, administrators, promoters,
trainers, doctors, dieticians, security,
referees, scouts, tournament directors
and coordinators, stasticians, sports
venue architects, venue managers,
psychologists, etc.
By this, we find that it is necessary for
handlers to be diligent in executing their
roles, as any discrepancy will cause a
ripple effect of disaster. Football (also
known as Soccer,) being the most popular
sport in the world, has seen its global
mother body, FIFA do extremely well in
managing all the People associated with
the game. The international federation
has built a Global fund of over ($12.5m)
and ($3.8m) and uses it to offer financial
support to football players who have
not been paid and have no chance of

receiving the wages agreed with their
clubs and many other events that seek
to enhance the well being of the people
behind the sport. This is a basic principle
in HR management; appreciating the
most valuable asset of any organisation
to keep them motivated to do more.
Though many countries do their best to
ensure there is effective management of
the people in the game of soccer, other
countries are unable to do enough to
motivate the people behind the sports
enough for them to give more. A good
example is a country like Ghana, which
has a rich sports heritage of football,
badminton, boxing, tennis, basketball,
hockey, cricket rugby golf and other
athletics. In the 60’s, the first President
of Ghana, His Excellency Dr Kwame
Nkrumah and Mr. Ohene Gyan, the
first Director of sports, both of blessed
memory, paid serious attention to the
People in the sports industry, by rolling out
several international training opportunities
properly enhance and hone the skills of
the local coaches, trainers and officials.
However, such efforts have not been seen
in a long time. Instead, we find that the
international sports scene has become
a tool for exploitation, reaping several
scandals due to negligence of the various
stakeholders.
A clear example of said mismanagement
is the case of a Ghanaian long jump
athlete, Mr. Ignisious Gaisah who won
laurels at world and Africa championships
but later switched allegiance to compete
www.hrfocusmagazine.com

for the Netherlands because of financial
issues and bad management. “I have
done my part for Ghana and now I must
think about my future. I do not want to
become one of those athletes who retire
and have neither support nor anything of
value to show for it. Holland has been my
home for 11 years and now I will compete
for them” a bitter Gaisah told Happy FM;
a local radio station in Ghana.
He went on to say, “I spent three years
out with injuries and did not even receive
a phone call from anyone to check on
my wellbeing. I paid my own bills until
I recovered and I still competed for the
nation”.
There are several of such examples across
Africa and in various sporting disciplines
that point to bad people management in
sports. The world of sports is changing
very fast and it is high time every African
nation especially my country, Ghana be
conscious in the sports management and
the People involved.

@Listowel_Mensa
Sports Journalist /
Writer
Atinka Media Village
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Curried Goat Stew
Ingredients:

• 2 ½-3 pounds goat meat cut in small pieces
• 1/2 cup cooking oil
• 1 medium onion sliced
• 1 teaspoon minced ginger
• 1 teaspoons minced garlic
• 4 Roma tomatoes diced
• 3– 4 teaspoons curry powder
• 1- teaspoon white pepper
• 1 teaspoon smoked paprika

• 1 teaspoon chopped fresh thyme
• 2- tablespoon parsley
• 2 green onions sliced
• 1 scotch bonnet pepper adjust to suit taste buds or replace with
any hot pepper
• 1 tablespoon Bouillon Maggie optional

Preparation:
1. Boil goat meat with salt, pepper and some chopped onions
in a medium pot until tender. It will take approximately 60 -90
minutes or more, depending on how you like your goat cooked.
I sometimes use the pressure cooker to shorten the process.
Reserve the stock for later use.
2. Add ¼ cup oil to the pot/pan and brown the goat for about 5-10
minutes.
3. Then, add the chopped onions, ginger, and garlic to perfume
the oil and meat, continue frying the meat for1- 2 minutes, be
careful not to let the garlic burn

4. Next add tomato diced tomatoes, curry, white pepper, smoked
paprika, hot pepper and fresh thyme. Stir the pot frequently to
prevent the sauce from sticking to the pot
5. Add salt and bouillon according to preference with about 2 cups
of stock. Bring to a boil and let it simmer to blend all the flavors.
Approximately 30-40 minutes. Stir occasionally adding water as
needed
6. Finally add green onions. Adjust seasonings, sauce consistency
with water/stock and salt.
7. Serve warm with desired side dish.
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Own Your

Style
By: Kofi Boamah

S

tyle is expression. It is a combination of our dressing, how
we talk, and our body movements. It is also an outward
reflection of your inner personality. Most people attribute
style to their favourite designer brand, a fashionable coat,
modern haircuts and Ferragamo dress shoes – but its more than
that. Style is what makes a person; it is what makes you.

can express your personal tastes and feelings. A suit-wearing
man who wants to avoid the plain uniform look can change his
lapels pins, shirt collars, add cufflinks, or simply choose unique
patterns of suit materials. Little add-ons like a pocket square or
a pair of well polished double monk strap dress shoes can turn
any outfit into an expression.

Fashion is what trends in the clothing industry. It consists of
clothes, accessories, shoes, items you buy in stores, etc.
Fashion outdoes itself and is not the same as style. Fashion is
the steak and style is the sizzle. You could have fashion and not
have any style.

4. Time and Financial Resources; When you have identified
your style influences, look at the availability of resources. A
custom-tailored suit is a great piece of clothing to have — and
an expensive one. When you are on a limited budget, you need
to pick and choose your clothes carefully. Suits and jackets can
be worn with different styles of shirt beneath them, making them
a flexible option for a wardrobe. And while unusually large or
small individuals may need their clothing tailored from scratch,
most individuals can find off-the-rack or even thrift store clothing
that will fit with some small, affordable adjustments.
If you are looking to become more stylish in your day-to-day
activities, here are eight quick tips that can get you started in
the right direction:

To discover your style, you need to understand what
compliments you. There are some distinct factors that influence
your personal style and they include: Physical Characteristics,
Environment, Preferences and Financial Resources. To assist
you in discovering your style, here are a few things to consider;
1. Physical Characteristics; This is the foundation of your
personal style. It is the combination of your physical attributes
such as body size, color, height etc. If you look terrible in tight,
hip-high jeans, wearing them isn’t going to make you stylish,
whether or not they are in vogue this year. You have to wear
what’s right for your body type and complexion. You need to
identify what style suits or matches your physique.
2. Environment; It is important to identify your industry and
what style fits best. Factors such as climate and weather will
influence your style, choice of fabric, and color. Also, your social
environment and professional expectation will determine the
“flavor” in your wardrobe. Suit and Tie or Pumps and Pencil
Skirts are not suited to everyone in the corporate space.

1. Perform a wardrobe audit
2. Learn about style
3. Gather inspiration
4. Figure out what you like
5. Dress your age
6. Find a signature piece
7. Discover what looks good on your body
8. Shop the basics first
Always remember that you are a definition of
your style. The little details like confidence
matter, so own your style!

3. Personal Preferences & Resources; What are your
style needs? How do you want people to identify you? What
message do you want to send out with your outfits? Your clothes
www.hrfocusmagazine.com

Wardrobe Stylist,
Duke kay Styling
@styled_by_duke
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Dr. Mrs. Ellen Hagan
Dear HR,
I am a 38 years old investment banker. I have been in the investment banking industry for 20 years and for 19 years, I loved every
minute of it. Over the past year, I have been finding it difficult to come into work with the same enthusiasm and energy as I used
to. When it first started, I thought it would pass. I decided I needed a holiday and I have taken several of them. Unfortunately, I
am still struggling to regain the excitement of coming into the office, and I don’t know what to do. Can you help me with this?
Sincerely,
Uncle Joe
Dear Uncle Joe,
What you have described could easily be a sign of burnout. I will also suggest that you take additional days off, to help you get
your mind comletely off your work schedule and responsiblities to help you recouperate.
You should take a second look at your work schedule and the stress related to your job to find out where you can make
adjustments in the form of additions or subtractions to make work life better for you.
If none of these options work, you should consider having a conversation with your line manager about a possible change in
role to something you may find more interesting and fulfilling.
Yours Faithfully,
HR

www.hrfocusmagazine.com
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Job
Listing
HEAD OF SALES & MARKETING

SALES AND MARKETING DIRECTOR

INDUSTRY - REAL ESTATE

INDUSTRY - TELECOMMUNCIATIONS & IT

A bachelors’ degree or diploma in marketing or CIM and a
Professional member of CIMG or CIM-UK. A master’s degree will
be an added advantage

A minimum of a masters’ degree, preferably in technical or
commercial studies. Specific professional qualifications in
Telecoms (such as RF engineering) will be an added advantage

A minimum of eight (8) years’ proven experience in property (real
estates) marketing, sales and management related field

Minimum of 10 year post graduate experience in business-tobusiness (B2B) executive corporate account, preferably from
a telephone mobile operator or a key vendor such as Alcatel,
Huawei, Ericsson, NSN

Ability to handle multiple tasks at the same time maintaining
attention to detail
Appreciable knowledge of valuation, property nd project
management

Demonstration of relationships and good contacts with major
telecom operators in Africa
Good understanding of telecom network rollout process

RETIRED HR MANAGER

HEAD OF PERFORMANCE ENGINEERING

INDUSTRY - FINANCE INDUSTRY

INDUSTRY - TELECOMMUNICATIONS & IT

Mimimum of first degree or equivalent professional qualification
in Human Resource Management

BSC Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering or a
recognized apprenticeship

Minimum of 10 years working experience in Financial Institution

Minimum of 10 years’ experience in power generation with 5-7
years of hands-on experience of telecoms/power generation field
operations

Must be computer literate and have in-depth knowledge on the
National Labour Act
Must have initiative, resourcefulness, good judgement and
analytical abilities

Must be conversant with and be able to demonstrate a
productive risk-based approach to EMS

Good negotiation, communication, teaching and coaching skills

For more information please email enquiries@laineservices.com or
Call: 0302 717039 or 0302 716986
Kindly indicate the Title of the role in the Subject line of the mail.
www.hrfocusmagazine.com
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Matrix
Maria’s Fashion House
Clothing Line For
0244253029

Little Big Scents
Authentic and Eccentric Perfumed Oils
0204555526

Corporate Training and Consulting
0242476901
Facebook SOLNetwork

Clothing and styling
0544940271, 0246817587

BDN AFRICA
Business Development
0206341942, 0543077840

